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Dean BarronAnnounces
Resignation
by CeCe·Ibson ol"'ihe National'Law Center. T~o
weeks .ago, he tendered his
resjgnation, . . '
, Dean. Barron "loves this place"
and wI11- "continue to do so."
Yet, according to Dean Barron,
the time has .. come for' new
.leadership. Just three years ago,
the new addition to the law
school was completed. Dean
Barron is owed much ··of the
credit, for this architectural
. accomplishment.' Looking back
over hIS tenure as dean, Jerry
Barron. considers the renovation
of law school facilities one of his
greatest accomplishments. Those
of us who study here now cannot
remeIl;1b~r the 'good old day:s'.
Practicing attorneys who
graduated three years ago and
before do, and appreciate the
building we now have. .
. . Dean Barron firs~ began at the
. NLC because he "liked to teach"
;:\ and "liked to write".' He was an
;\'-educator .:first, then later' an.«
'j:;:;adlIlinistr;ttQn' hs ,Dean~he'tried~··:.
,J.·i~thr.ougil.prqgrams,andp.0Jicies, to ...
-. , . ;~,.Dean Barron «', ,:(,',t~II1~e::g~;:~f,ange fa;~hi~'v~3ra~rs"
offi~e'is;in'par withmo~{O},Jhe goal... Seven full time faculty
law -: school deans-across' the have been added in. the past
country .. , In our .area,.hehas several years.. Five-thousand
served the longest. .., . '.. ..', people applied to 'the National
Dean Barron began histeachhig Law Center in the past academic
career at the law school in 1965; year. '., The school itself has
He' served as an .···associate become "a more lively place."
professor from 1965 to"1968. He Jerome Barron intends to keep
was made a full professor in teaching at the law school, in hIS
1968,' taught until 1972, took a concurrent position as Lyle T.
sabbatical, and returned to teach Alverson professor of law. Yet,
full time m .1973. He has taught by his own choice, his career as
constitutional law' to scores of an administrator has come to. a
first ',years, "as well as mass close. As Dean Barron pyt itl
communication law· and first "the· President of the Uniteo
amendment law courses to eager States can only serve for eight
second and third yearS. N1Oe· years. Nine years is enough for
years ago, he -was chosen. Dean ..·.JerryBarron".
Dean Barron is resigningr,
most of us, It came as quite
surprise ..'. Upon-speaking to the';,'.
Dean, his reasons became ..'more:' ,
clear. . .."... ..,;
Jerome' Barron has served as
Dean of the National Law Center.
for nine' years..': His term of'
by Hugh Kaplan
As the weather turns nippy, the
leaves turn orange,' and '.• the
semester turns serious,.,· the
thoughts of all boys and girls at
the NLC turn to the Homecoming
football' game and dance. The
theme of the third annual
autumnal bacchanalia is ':In Loco
Opus," and the SBA has planned
a full weekend of merrymaking.
Paul Josephson first y'ear SBA
rep in charge of publicizing the
weekend of revelry, said the SBA
hopes "to' recreate that good, 01'
high school spirit as finars loom."
Tlie big weekend, planned for
Novemoer 6 and 7, is coming late
in the semester and may well be
the last fiesta of the semester.
Josephson advises that·· students
"mark it on their calendar as the
last blast of the term."
The festivities are to begin
Friday night November 6 with an
extravagant semi-formal Homeco-
ming danee. King and Queen
6.6% .Tultion '
Increase 'Expected ..,
.ti'y··BilIKoch " .has> •....passed tbe- . University
, Committee on' the Budget, which.
rr., The Director' of the University is comprised of administrators,
'Budget, Mr. Robert D. ShOUp,. faculty, and students, and was
announced the proposed univer- presented to the Board generally
sity budget for the 1988-1989 at the Board's October 15th
academic year on October 21, meeting. The Board will take
including" proposed tuition initial action on the proposed
increases". for many -university 'budgetat its meeting in January
programs. At an open meeting . final action will be reserved untIL
attended .by only .ten students, the Board meets in March. .
the Director presented the plan For .the law school, a 6.6
which had been approved by the percent increase is sought over
University Budget, Committee last year's budget to account for'
earlier in the year. The students the debt which still must be
in attendance, all of whom were financed resulting from the
campus journalists 'or' student recent additions to the structural
government representatives, were integrity and capacity of the law
free to ask questions concernmg school. This increase, to an
any: aspect. of the proposed annual tuition of $12,050 for full-
budget. .... . Continuing .with time students, was calculated in a
tradition, the meeting was rather unique way; the Univer-
intended to allow students a sity arrived at an appropriate-
greater opp-ortunity. to question tuition level for the under-
the head of. the university body graduate students in the Colum-
charged WIth the duty of .bian College (the school of,
. ~proposing unJversity budgetary "i<liberal artsYa.ndthe~ added a
POllCY._ . ": - • ,,:' ....~~~:~2.~.,.~,,_~$2,~Qa,.,.bufreJ:.,to. arrive at .the
The proposed unIverslty.budget ." lawischool tuition. Mr.. Shoup
exceeds $173,t000AOOO'WIth an ' stated this buffer would "over-
1Ocr~ase of $lS,35v,009 over rthis . whelmingly: be applied to finance
year s budget, ~s I~ no.rmally the 1982 Revenue Notes which
truel the 1Ocreas~IS p'nmanly the funded the additions" to 'the law !resp t 9f the unIy~rsIty's need. to school.' This debt service is:
ma1Ota1O.comp~tItlve wag~s WIth expected to be fulfilled' in the
other UnIVerSItIes ~~d ",Ith the next five years. . .' ".
DC J9b market. TUItIon 1Oc~eases Last year's increase for the
to!aJlIng $8,100,,000 and.. n.on- undergraduates and the law
tUltIOI! sourcecontnbutlons. school were 9.3 percent and 8.5
,equallIng $25,o,OQOare t9 account percent, respectIvely. These
for n~xt year s dIfferentIal. ' 10creases followed years of high,
WhIle the planned 1?udget cal.ls and uncertain increases for both
for an 8.5 perc~J.lt Increase 10 segments of the University' 1982
undergra.duate tU]tlon an'! .a 6.6 brought a 25 percent tuition hike
percent 10crease ~n the tUlt~onat for the University. Because of,
the. Jaw school, It must stIll be . student concerns and pressure,
ratIfIed. by the ~Board ofTruste~s the Board of Trustees then
at theIr .general meet10g 1o· pledged not to .in~e~e tuition
January. "The budget proposal . .. .. 4'C I 1 .
. . ." Go To Page , 0.·
Majesties and the appointment of
theIr court will be at 10:00 p.m. '
Any interested persons wishing
",to help the decorations committee
.convert 'the first floor lounge'
. into an elegant and. dazzling
SBA,·Plans Third,~nual lIomeco~i.ngW~ekend.
Justice will be crowned at the ·dIst1OgUlshed. thI.rd ,year day 9r
big' dance amid the majestic 'fourtnyear. nIghtc!ass. 'SIX'
fantasy' world created by a' roy~l 'Clerks. of. the Court. WIll. attend
bubble machine. All those 10 the K10g and Queen. On~ male
attendance will be treated to free and one. femafe clerk wIll be.
'.cocktails, free' beer, free wine >selected from the seco'!dyear
free soft drinks"" and free food
courtesy of the~ing and Queen.
Trained bartenders will be
serving the refreshing libations'
to enable the Court's loyal
subjects . receive their drinks
faster' thim at past SBA func-
tions; .. .
. In order to make nom1OatIons
for King Justice, Queen Justice,
and ClerKS of the Court, students
.should fill out the nominating
form found on page ten of this
issue of The Advocate and drop
:off the completed forms by 5:00
p.m. Wednesaay at either the SBA
. office .or the Homecoming T-
shirt .: table in the first floor
.lounge ,where blank nominating
forms will also be available.
The King and Queen will be
nominated students from the
, '.***'
NLC "
Ii()MfC()MIN6
19S1
class, first 'year class,. and tIle
night school. '
The bjg dance starts at. 8:30'
p.m. in the first floor lounge and .
music will be provided until
.12:30.. The coronation of the
ballroom should show up at, the
law school Friday afternoon at
4:00 "p.m. Decorations, supplies,
and free beer will b~ p,rovid~d... _
i Go,To P:t~r 4,.CO.l~'
Letters to the Editor
80 percent humidity just in case
you forgot what summer was like.
However, if your LLI02 class is
immediately followed by a class
in any other room in the
building, you're going to have to
effect a costume change worthy
of the most ambltiousBroadway.
production. The remainder of
the classrooms are chilled to a
cool 50 degrees year round.
'Some of you may not think
this to be a hot Issue. Oh
contraire. Indeed, I find this all
chilling to the bone.
Elizabeth MacGregor
Third Year Student,
, Temperature Control
EDITORIALS As the days shorten, the leavesturn, and" the air becomes crisp
and cool '"-- signalling autumn has
come to Washington -- our daily
attire' changes to heavy sweaters
lwool slacks jackets, hats ana
gloves.' Welt, not exactly -- at
least not if you're planning to
spend the day in the hallowed
halls of the NLC. To be
comfortable here requires several
layers of cool and warm clothing
to be added and removed
depending on your locale at any
given moment.
The greater', part of the
temperature controlled building is
just slightly, more chilly than
comfortable, but perfect for a
single middle weight sweater.
However, venturing down to the
stack levels and lower levels of
the library requires additional
bundling, indeed, it' is not
uncommon . to see intrepid
students. sporting their jackets
down there. Don't expect to
stay there long, however, because
as your hands freeze it becomes
increasingly difficult to write or
turn pages.
If you have, a class during the
week in LL I02, however, shed all
the layers and breakout the
hawaiian shorts. This room is
kept at a balmv 80 degrees and' .
Loan Forgiveness
Loan forgiveness: programs are in place at the best law.
schools in the country. Many law students who could not otherwise
afford to pursue service in the Qubl!c interest .now have that option
at those other law schools. If GW IS to remain cornpentive with
schools like Harvard ... Columbia, and Yale, a program of ,loan forgive-
ness must be offerea by the NLC as well. . - ,
Because of its Washington, D.C. location, the NLC could easily
become a center of public interest law. What keeps this from
happening, however, is the high cost. of attending this law school.
If a student must borrow the entire tUItIOn for three years, costs
approach $30,000 -this is without the 6.6% tuition increase likely to
go into effect next fall. Depending on repayment plans and the loan
giver, some first year working attorneys are faced with monthly loan
repayments of $600 a month. A job paying $25,000 a year, no
matter how important or personally satisfying to the student is
fiscally not feasible. '
The exact costs of the program are not clear;, however, the likely
short-term expenses would be minimal when weighed against the end
result of having a new corps of attorneys to act In the public
interest. , In addition, in an era of increasing competitiveness
between law schools over prospective candidates, a joan forgiveness
program is necessary to attract top flight students. ' .
Loan forgiveness IS a program whose time has come ?f thp Nl C.
Parking Crush?
To the Editor:
I was surprised to learn that
students .are being ticketed for
parking In the H street faculty
lot after hours and on weekends
I often park in that lot after 8
at night and on Sundays, and it
IS almost totally empty.
Perhaps the parking office at
GW could open the, lot to
students during the off-hours. It
would not inconvenience faculty
and would be a great help to law
students.
Lorraine Newman Mackler
Third Year Student·
.,
Good-bye Dean Barron, Hello Professor Barron
. The Dean of a law school sets the tone of a law school. . Over
the past nine years, Dean Barron- has brought prestige, professors
and a new building to the NLC .. Under his tutelage the law
program at GW has expanded in both faculty and student body
resulting, in an institution that can proudly consider itself among the
best. law schools of thecoun;try. Throughout, Dean- Barron has
continued with vhis scholarship, pursuing hIS studies while also
enlightening new classes of law students onthe Constitution and its
legal applications.': .. Perhaps the Dean .JS correct and it is now
time for him to 'move aside for another scholar with other ideas.'
However.. Dean Barron will be remembered for. his contribution to'
the NLC'.....· : ;'" .., '.. 'i:_:. . '.>'
The Editorial Staff '01 'Thec~AdvocaJe' would like to express our
..... :~PI~reciation to. .tne-Deag for a job well done and look forward-to.
~':' ;takmg the additional classeshewill now be .able to teach; "
Resumes and the.Round File.. .... ,.. ' .... ,
;J,. i', ~2;.'~5;::L;3j;.iL;;Z:::, S,~,~i._~;/:
:- -. ,t'" -.-. . ....•.
firm. <She, . says the , -f'irni ·.·is
looking. for individuals willing to
make a.' commitment.jovthe firm
and Washington. ' .~' -
And those resumes- that .don't
make the cut? . -Ms, Busch says
that. her firm responds to every
single resume mailed. That is an
awful lot. of . rejection letters
since of those 150 resumes, only
5% will-receive positive re-
sponses.. The rest will receive a
ftrm but courteous "No."
tIlt's a waste of everyone's time
if it is not a good match," she
said. Her firm is more humane
than most since they send all
acceptances and rejections within
the .week.
What are automaticturn-offs?
Ms .. Busch attests to a personal
distaste for typos .. "If they can't
take the ,~ime to" p.rqofread their
resume.... Well, It IS enough
to just say that the student that
sent her the letter with 35 typos
is not employed at the firm.
On the other hand, cover
letters which concisely state why
the student wants to work at the
firm, what kind of law the
student is interested in, and
express an interest in remaining
in Washington receive high marks
and serious consideration; In
addition, resumes that are
received by the firm early are
more likelY. to receive positive
review. Right now, Ms. Busch
claims that she would. be hard
pressed to find and opening for
any.one, ",regardless how sterling
their credentials were.
Once Ms. Busch has positively
responded. to the resume. she
forwards it on to a niring
_partner for a new round of
screenmgs.
Just one more reason to
consider medicine as a career. ,
by SallY,Weinbrom"
The rule goes that your best
interviews and your worst
interviews will result in rejec-
tion. But what is the rule on
';,reSumes? How do you know if
-,your resume will be selected for
serious .consideration or deep-
sixed? '
According to Judy Busch, hiring
coordinator for tfie Washington
firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
resume - substance separates the
• stars .from the also-rans. But
presentation has a lot of impact.
Ms. Busch reviews 150 resumes,
, a week during interviewing
season which starts in August
and is finished by December.
The majority of the resumes she
reviews come from law school
placement offices but about 20%
, are directly mailed to the firm.
Ms. Busch does the 'initial
screening which entails matching
the resume sender to an .. open
position in the firm. In lateral
hiring decisions, she looks to see
. if the applicant' has experience in
the area that the firm hopes to
beef up.
Prospective summer associate
resumes are reviewed for four
factors. The school the student
is attendin.s is first. She claims
that the fum only interviews at
the. top schools, hence GW· is
included.
Next she looks to see how well
the student has done in undergr-
aduate and law school. . She
,particularly examines whether the
student is well rounded. " ,
, Surprisingly, the final factqr
that Ms. Busch reviews (oris
,whether the student has ties to
D.C. She is particularly inter-
ested in why students from out-
of -town with no relatives here or
other tie~ would apply with the
. "-." ..
'.!' ..
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Parking Problem$
by Chrlstlne McMahon
Jordan Fried studied at the
library most weekends last year.
He would drive into Foggy
Bottom early In the mornmg,
park his car in the faculty lot
across the street, and then park
himself in the library smoking
room for hours at a time. At
the end of the day, he would
retrieve his car from the lot
filled with fellow NLC students"
cars, and head home. ,This
practice helpe~ get hi~ onto Law
neview, ThIS year It also got
him a $25 dollar parking ticket.
Fried is just one of many who
has walked bleary-eyed out of
the library only to find a pink
city citation or a beige university
citation stuck beneatli a windshi-
eld wiper. "I parked there every
day last year. Everyone did."
Last year, those who arrived at
the NLC early weekend morning
could usually find a s~ot at lot
#3 on G Street. "Everybody
parked there," says second-year
Scott Barber. "We all knew we
could leave our cars there on
Saturdays and Sundays and after
8:00 p.m. on weekd~s, and
there'd be no problem. Giving us
tickets now seems ridiculous."
"The only time we couldn't
park there was if. there was a big
event, going on at the university,
and during_ finals," says second-
year John Krug, whose burgundy
Volvo was always In the Iot on
weekends. But In the beginnigg
of the year, he found a GWU
ticket on his car. '
Even Professor Block was
shocked to find a ticket on her
car this year while parked .in the
faculty lot on the weekend. .
According to the Director of,
Parking services, those students
ONTHE.HILL
ing. Each of the commission's
seven members were appointed by
the President and confirmed bl
the Senate. The commission s
sentencing guidelines, issued in
April of this year, would
automatically go into effect
November 1st absent congres-
sional action to the contrary.
The guidelines set forth forty-
three 'levels, of. punishment,
ranging frolp a life sentence. to
no pnson-tIme and categonze
each federal crime within a level.
TJie pl~n also gives jpdges lim.ited
dIscretIon to consIdervanous
factors insetting. punishment
such as, the' defendant's prior
convictions!. whether the defen-
dant acteo ,in a particularly
heinous manner -or whether the
victim provoked the defendant's
actions. In case of extraordi-
nllry, mitigating, or. aggravating
cIrcumstances, the Judge could
set a punishment outside of the
who parked in the faculty lot
without getting tickets should
consider themselves lucky. Joseph
Mello has been working with the
university for more than. 25 years
and I~ not persuaded by excuses
or whining,
"It's a faculty vlot, it says so
on the sign and everyone Knows
that, "Mello said. Mello is on
the defensive since the students
aren't taking .this lightly. "I've
heard it all before from the law
students,"- Clearly he has, for
Mello rattles . off arguments
obviously used before.
"It's not just the students, it's
anyone from the general public
who parks there. Those are
faculty spaces and they're takiIlg
them. If the car has a GWU,
decal on it, we cut them a break
and give. them a university
citatioii. Otherwise, the city
Issues one." Mello also notes
that law professors are not the
only ones to use the lot. So do
members of the music school.
There are 0, ther places to parkjthough not as convenient, ana
certamly not for the same price.
These include the student lots on
F Street and ,the University
Garage on 22nd and H Street,s,
whicli is open 24 hours a day.
Nevertheless, not all of the
students are paying those tickets.
Third-year Debbie Arnold is
contestmg hers. She thinks that,
considering the tuition cost, this
is a slap 10 the face of many a
commuter.
Arnold is not alone in her
contention that the students
should at least have been warned
.that ticketing would take place
this year. Jeff Coyle, another'
regular commuter during his
three years at the NLC, is takina
Go'To Page 4, Col •.2
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Barron Era Comes To A 'Close
, by Carolyn Kuenne
The position of a Dean is a
difficult one. One has to
undertake difficult balancing acts:
trying to give equal weight and
time to the concerns and
complaints of the administration,
faculty and students. Further, a
Dean must also be concerned
with the practical issue of raising
money for the school. All agree
that Jerome Barron, Dean of the
National Law Center since 1979"
has done an outstanding job 01
effecting this balancing act and.
contributing to the growth of the
NLC. However, on OCtober 19,
1987, Dean Barron announced his
resignation, effective July 1,
1988, as Dean to resume his
position of professor on a full
time basis.
Although this news came as a
surprise and certainJya disap-
pointment to many, Dean Barron
will have served for nine years,
which is far longer than the
average tenure of Deans at other
national law schools.
When Dean Barron first became
Dean he found the dilemma and
subsequent responsibility of the
administrator as having to
"stimulate a climate of hope
without erasing expectations that
cannot be reached and, at the
same time, get something- done."
Dean Barron has certainly "gotten
something done."
The present Law Center
building is for the most part,
the result of Dean Barron's work.
Due to the solicitation of alumni
across the country, Dean Barron
was able to make a major
renovation in the building itself.
The old facility had a student
lounge which could barely be
considered one, and a reading
room deserving of much the same
description. The old library
contained 20,000 volumes. Today
there are two student lounges, a
reading room that expands the
entire second floor of the
library, and a library containing-
well over 300,000 volumes.'
In addition to the physical
contributions to the Law Center,
Dean Barron is responsible for
increasing the number of faculty
members, thus greatly. improvin,g.
the student-faculty ratio. ThI$
has been effected also through
the contributions of alumni and'
,the subsequent endowment of
chairs. Under Barron's ad-'
ministration, the Law Center
received the largest gift in the
history of George Washington
Universtiy. This was a $6 minion
donation given by the late Lyle ."
T. Alverson, an alumni of the
National Law Center. This
·contribution, along with others,
' enabled the school in 1985 to ada
· nine new faculty membersi 4
visiting, '3 permanent, and 2 full-
time visiting witli honorary
chairs. And the --'process has not
·ended yet! There are still
endowed chairs to be filled.
Dean Barron has been able to
bring professors to the Law
Center who are both respected
.and highly successful in their
'fields, in addition to being
, excellentprofessors.
Dean Barron has thus, over a
span of almost 9 years, created
SIgnificant changes for the Law
Center. As present students we
are benefitting areatly from those
changes and WIth the increased
recognition that the changes have
· brought to the school will
contmue to benefit long after we
leave the Law Center.' In
'Go To Page 4, Col. 3 ~
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Loan Forgiveness: An NLC Option
by Lou Manuta ' wealthy schools like Harvard,
Yale
h
Columbiaj Stanford, ana
Tuition is always on the rise, Nort western. But, you may_be
and so are the salaries at the big surprised that schools like USC
law firms. If you have $30,000 and the University' of Vlrginia
in loans to ,pay back when you're also are "loan forgivers." SO is
making $50,000 a year there is our neighbor Georgetown. If the
'no problem. Right? Well, what powers that be want to keep up
. if you don't want to work for with these top law schools, this
one of those types of' institu- is the next vital step.
tions? You have a desire to Many might believe that this
have. a more personal impact on will cost each and everyone of us
what you do with your life. You even more tuition than we're
figure that you live in an overpaying now. But, that's the
oppressive society and you beauty qf the program. Ypu see,
developed skills in law school to a speCIal endowment IS es-
try to keep the system in place. tablished form support from lar.se
, But. many pf c these positions p_av. foundations, big law firms (10
lieu of pro bono, possibly?)\ and
·alumni i:lonations. We're talking
about many hundreds of thousa-
nds of dollars. It's worked at
the other schools, so why' not
here? Just the mterest off of
such an endowment will cover
most of the expenses. Those
who aren't interested, aren't
affected. But for a significant
portion . of the law. school·,
commul)ity, it can make aJI the
difference. Making inner desires
match economic reality.
, While only a small percentage
from GW araduate into service
type positIons (like public
interest, govern~ent, teaching),
thiS may be due 10 large part to
the debt burden. So, witb loan
. forgiveness, it works as an aid
package ani:l an inducement. All
10 one. GW is always saying that
·it is keeping up with its equally
high priced competition. If thIS
is true, loan, forgiveness is a
present reality. The time is now.
Those of you that attended the
loan forgIveness meetings on
OCtober 27th\ knowhow Impor-
tant .all this IS. Support is nowqo To Page 4, Col. 1
OPINION
Federal Sentencing Guidelines
by Glenn Harris ' c, ,'gwdelines; such" a decision,
. . . however,would be subject to'
The House of RepresentatIves appeal. ',,' Because the guidelines
recently rejected legislation that allow prison terms to be reduced
would, have .postponed the for good behavior but eliminate
implementation of sentencing non-conduct oriented parole, most
guidelines for federal crimes. As prisoners will ultimately spend
a result the guidelines will go more time behind bars.
.into effect as scheduled;", but In late September, the House
could be subject to constitutional Judiciary Committee, acting at
challenge and might cause serious the request of the, sentencing'
problems in the federal prison commission chairjpan, voted to
system. . . push back the effective date, of
In' 1984, Congress established a the guidelines by nine months to ,
commission to encourage more August; J988. Some Members felt
uniform punishment for similar this oelay was necessary to
federal cnmes across the country, permit judges and counsel to
.and to "PIQmote stricter' sentenc- become. familiar with the new
~ ~... , -. sentencmg system. Others
apparently supported the postpo-
nement with the hope of
scuttlins... the guidelines entirely.
The 'Reagan Administration
'opp'os~d any delay o( the rulest, believmg that stncter, ana
uniform 'sentencing procedures
should be implemented as soon as
practicable.
The full House voted in early
October -- by a vote of 231 to
183 -- to overturn the Judiciary
Committee's recommendation. As,
the senate did not -vote on a
postponement measure, the
gyidelines will go into effe~t .on
November . 1st as ongmally
scheduled.
Yet, public interest groups l1ave
threatened tobnnga- constItu-
tional <.challen.se:.against.. ~he
guidelines .. ,' Fust, byassIgnmg
penalties for criminal coni:luct,·
the commission" is. essentially
acting in a legislative capacity.
Yet because the members of tlie
commission can be remo,:e~ bl
the President, the 'commISSIons
legitimacy may fall to the same
separation of powers argument
Go To Page .4, Col. 3
under- $25:000 'a year~ ··..What' i(
you have put to~ether a tidy loan
Clept of $30 000'. ,Give up your
desires? Take that mega-firm
job just to pay your rent and
cover your loans? In the past,
this was your only alternative.
About fifteen years ago, some of
the wealthiest and most pres-
tigious law school in the country
decided something must be done
about these competing interests.
Witness the buthof Loan
Forgiveness.
In a general sense loan
for.Riveness is a program that will
deter and later even forgive your
loans if you take a position, in
the "public interest" and make
under a certain figure, say
$30,000. Though the' details of
e~ch program vary slightly, the
gISt of many of them IS tliat the
longer you stay in the public
interest eventually your loans
will be paid for by the school.
Such programs, exist ,at super-
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Homecoming' (Cont'd)
From Page r ,
Saturday afternoon at 12:30
p m H Street will be closed .
between 20th and 21st Streets for'
a. parade honoring the newly
crowned royalty and attendants .
All students .and student or-
ganizations are encouraged to
enter floats inthe parade, .with
thirty gallons of beer l!s the
prize for the. best float ..In' the
parade. . 'flThe SBA will be hosting a oat
decorating party at 11:00 a. m.
. and. will provide free. Bloody
Marys. and free screwdrivers to
float decorators. .
.After the parade King "and
Queen Justice wid treat the
student body to. lunch on the
'newly renovated University Yard
behind the law .school. Free
burgers, free hot dogs, free BBQ
chicken .. and free beer will help
whip tne students into a car-
nivorous frenzy before. the bIg'
football game against Georgetown.
The bIg football game will be
held at 3:00 p.m, at Mary FranCIs.,
Junior High School at 24th and N
Streets Northwest. Playing for
the NLC will be the undefjated .
3L Intramural team, the Cham
'Gang and a special extended
roster of third year substitutes.
As Ilreviouslr' mentioned, ..the
Chain Gang wil playa team from
the Georgetown Law Center.. a
school wfiich isn't even actually
"located in Georgetown at all but
rather is housed in a crumbling
old building 'in . Northeast
somewhere. Matt Roseman of the
Chain Gang" says of the cross-
town ,arch . rivals, .'"We ,don't
expect . much competition from
that disorganized, -Iimp-wristed
rabble. They lack intensity"
tenacity, and talent."· There has
never been any love lost between
.the two schools and the big game
promises to be. a rear barn
burner.
Ttiiti6i{' (Cont'd)
From Page 1
above 10 percent of the preced-
ing y'ear's. level, . This_pledge . is
contained '•. In the '. University
bulletin , and applies to all
. students presently enrolled.
However, the pledge expires next
year, unless. re-enacted 'by the
Board.
Major areas of budgetary.
increase, include. "salary Iwages7
fringe benefits" to University
employees (6.0%., or $4,923,000
increase), "expenses and .'equip-
ment" (5.0% or' $1,193,000
increase) and '''student aid-
tuition" '(8.5% for. undergraduates
and 6.6% for law, students, or
$927,000). '. The increases to'
University tuition assistance are',
tied directly to the increases in
tuition for the respective
departments. . .' .
Of the fifteen law schools
with which GW compares the NLC
for tuition levels, .GW falls
between, the eighth (Georgetown)
and ninth schools (Washington
University of St. Louis). This
ranking, however, is " judged
according to' this year's actual
tuitions charged at the schools;
most schools have not. yet
released the proposed tuition
levels for the 1988.;.89 academic
year. Mr. Shoup statedthatGW
has traditionally released .tuition
information early, so that
"whoever is paying the tuition
expenses, .whether it's .: the
parents .,•or the student . has
enough time to plan" accordingly.
Another reason for the early
release of .proposed tuition' rates
is to allow .Interested. students
and . parents . to contactv the
University if they , are, not
satisfied with the planned action.
While the Board of Trustees has
historically' adopted the proposed
budget, with minor changes, this
is not guaranteed. ' .If someone
feels that the budget as proposed
is unfair, they are encouraged to
contact their .respective- Deans,'
and write. directly to the
Un.iversity '.President, ~r~Lloyd
EllIott .. ' .. ' i,
, Mr.' Shoup stated that' while
the University is <unable to
guarantee. reduced .increases in
the 'years .•ahead he believes the
. present trend I~S an indication
that the Universitr, is moving in
the right direction. I '"
A Scene From the Flrst Annual Homecoming Parade
'Deans (Cont'd)
From. Page 3
addition the Dean has brought to
the NLC something more difficult
to readily notice and praise than
a new (student lounge otlibrary.
It is a philosophy which has been
integrated into the curriculum
and professor's attitudes, and,
ultimately, becomes part of the
NLC students. .
" In one of the' Dean's addresses
to .first year students. .'he
explained how many people tell
us to think like lawyers.,' He
said, "Let me enter a dissent
opinion. Don't always think like
a lawyer.. Think first and
foremost asa human." In an'
article in the September 24, 1984
issue .; of, The Advocate, he
expressed this notion by alluding
to' the philosopher Martin Buber's
notion of the "I-Thou" relation-
ship. One can not live simply in
an, "I-I". -relationship but must
incorporate a definition of
oneself which involves relation-
. ship' to. others. Dean Barron
expressed his view that "this way
of perceiving human relationships
,is no less important in law school
than in any other aspect of
human endeavor." In many of his
first year addresses along with
his column which used to appear
in the newspaper (The Dean's
Corner), and hIS particular t:ield
of expertise, he expresses varIOUS
philosophical views relating to
the law,' all emphasizing the need
for respect for others and a
humane approach to the practice
of law. '
It is refreshing to see that a
Dean can. achieve the practical
task' of .raising .the money and
thus bringing m new professors
andfac.ibties, ,yet,at . thes~me
time, ., Impart . a, .philcsophical
notion' oLthe role of law, and, '
-rnore specifically, of a law
school.' '. '
Guidelines (Cont'd)
From Page, 3
Parking (Cont'd)
From Page 3
the ticketing more personally.
"It's just another example of GW
saying they don't care about us."..
GW by' attracting conscientious
students,. will allow current
students to work where. their
heart calls, and will not be a
financial burden on the school or
the student body ..
We all pay to help keep GW
reputation near the top. Loan
forgiveness i~ the next necessary
, step to keep It there.
that derailed the original Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings automatic budget
cutting' mechanism. Moreover, as
the commission is composed
entirely of members appointed by
the President, it could constitute
excessive control by the execu-
tive branch over the judiciary.
Finally.. the guidelines are
schedUled to go. into effect
without direct congressional
,approval, !l ~cheme fl!at also
raIses constItutional QuestIons.
, .:. ._.~-' .. '-~.\ - . - '- . - - - - . . ., ,
'ELAAluminum<AwarenessWeek
by Deb,Swanstrom
Mark ,your calenders!. .1'he
Environmental -Law ASSocl!ltIon
(ELA)'is sponsoring the Alummum
Awareness Week, November 2
through November 6. The week
is designed' to' educate . NLC,
students about the benefIts ·of
aluminum recycling and the
current recycling program. at theNLC' ,<.: . ,- ,.... ;
Each time a soda can is thrown
away" energy . and; y.aluable
resources are lost. . AddItionally,
more trash is adde.d to our
environment. AlternatIvely, w.hen
aluminum isrecycled~ .th~re IS a
970ercent ','savmgs In' energy
wheW'conu>ared with the process- ,
iog 'of \ 'VirginNmateriaI.~" ~To
! .b·) l~~'~£{l(ITo~ >
combat the aluminum' 'waste
'problem at the ,NLC, ELA has
Initiated a soda can recycling
program.
", Recycling bins have been
placed·. on . the . first through,
fourth floors of the NLC. When
you throw a soda can into these
bins,' not only are you' saving
energy" you are helpmg a good
cause. The proceeds from the
recycling-pro~ram go to the
Boys' an(f Girls Club of Washing-
ton, Eastern Branch. The Club'
provides . an after school care,
pr98ram for area children.:,
The Aluminum Awareness Week
will kick off with a ticket sale
for a "guess the number of cans"
. contest. Tickets will be on sale
in· the Cir8t,n(!J0r.I()Gnge~..Monday
~'l'V,wori .~"!I:~l ~rH' i!! if.rl·9
Even if the guidelines survive
this attack, however, the
procedures may force Congress to
deal with another controversial
issue: prison overcrowding.
Critics of the guidelines have
pointed out that federal prisons
are already overcrowded. Yet,
prison population could rise ten
percent or more over the next
ten y'ears, creating dangerous
conditions. Because budget
, limitations may ·preclude ' or
severely limit construction of
'additional prisons, therefore, the
guidelines may actually, cause
more problems that solutions.
,
Nov. 2 - Nov. 6
through Thursday from 10 a.m. to
I p.m. and on Tuesday., and
Wednesday evenings. Each ticket
entitles .its' holder to. one guess
regarding the number of ,alumin-
um cans which . are '.'recycled at
the, .NLC each week. (The
winning number will be based on
the number of cans collected· the
week of October 26th.) Tickets
will cost 50 cents eacli or 3 for
one dollar.' ..:' . '
Prizes, ..such as gift certificates
from . woleqsky's Cia!>' aqd
Schoof's Belgian Chocolaher, WIll
be awarded for the guesses which
most closely approximate the
actual number of cans collected.
The winners will be announced
Friday November 6th.' Proceeds
from{the atich~.sale wlll. be .used
to fund ELA activities, including
the, . newsletter soon to be
published.
Recycling is currently a hot
issue m D.C; On November 3"
District residents . will vote on
Initiative 28.. This initiative,
commonly known as the bottle
bill, would require a deposit on
beverage contamers purchased in
.D.C. in order to induce recycling.
The' initiative . be2an as a
grassroots effort and is currently
being heavilY lobbied against by
industry., ,To learn more about
the .imtiative and recycling in
general, join' in the Alummum
Awareness Week!
If.:,U;i :.:j, c.: t"·," L:;j,,"I, J ~tJri \ ,~!j
1'11;:0 J:)')~.~ }lJi) :-i nniiiH-,l.r.:,")
lLJob Search
by Besty Cowles
•. You need not panic if you are
a first year law student without
'ajob for next summer. The
searching season has just begun.
"Now is the time to start
thinking about what you want to
do; and now is the time to begin
putting your resume together,"
explained Suzanne Alexander of
the Career Development Office.
The COO is about to begin
circulating information to first
. years on the summer job search
process.
Within the next few weeks
COO representatives' will make
the rounds 'to each legal research
and writing section to give an
overview of the techniques and
resources available to aid in the
hunt.
. The COO advises that the first
step in the job search journey is
the writing of one's resume. To
assist in the process, Alexander
said the CDO will present one
hour . workshops. on resume
writing beginning . the second
week of November.
"getting legal experience is the
mam objective". [for f'irst : year
students]," Alexander' .s~id,
reflect 109 'on the types of jobs
students ,should·. search for
between. their first and' second
year of law school. She noted
that some, of. the best oppor-
tunities for learning how. the law
works come from working for a
small law firm or a government
office; Corporations and large
firms generally do not give much
feedback or hands-on experience,
Alexander said. ."...
Clerking. for' a ':judge on a
volunteer basis is another good
op,t!on',an<! ,,(me •that; .is"very
avaIlable 10'" Washmgton ". D.C.
Naturally, Capitol Hill is another
local alternative, but those jobs
are generally tough' to find.
Usually, nearly ninety percent
of the first year class wants to
stay in Washington'. for the
summer, but not all can:
"D.C.and New York are the two
most competitive areas- for
summer jobs," Alexander stated.
Her advice is to look elsewhere,
in addition to Washington. "We
strongly recommend going to your
hometown and. uSlOgyour
contacts there."
"If you're, willing to be creative
and look in creative places •. every
person has the possibility.' of
getting a job," Alexander said.
She tells first years that it is all
a matter of selling one's self'
well.
January and February are the
prime months to start· getting
letters out and making contacts
for interviews, although many
judges and small firms do not
know what their needs are until
March. Contrary to hallway
gOSSIP,. sprrng break' and ..not
Christmas vacation is the primary
time for first years to interview
for jobs.
During the Christmas break,
Alexander suggests students
prepare cover letters and resumes
make use of contacts at home.
COO presents a step- by-step
program which takes students
through writing resumes and
cover )ett.ers, andbr~shing up on
interviewing techniques. The
resource library in B406 contains
endless information on available
jobs and how to get them. The
library is open from.9 a.m. to
8:30 p.m.. Monday through
Wednesday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
, Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday
and II a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday.
As a further .aid the COO staff·
is going through the Directory of'
Legal Employers and highlighting
the places which hire first years.
Another resource is the Summer
1988 binder, a collection of
specific job openings in the area.
Audre Colantti,the counselor for,
the first year class, is available
to assist anyone in their ind-
ividual job search. "
Coming up next term are two
formal interviewing days that will,
be held at' the "National Law
Center for students .. from. the
seven Washington: -area ,daw~
schools.'···.·.
On Saturday, January 30, firms
with 30 attorneys or less will
interview interested students at
the NLC. Nancy Saltsman is
putting the program together and
says she expects 25 to 30 firms
to participate,. but warns students
not to rely on getting a job that
day.
A second day of interviewing
will take place in March when
the Public Interest/Public Service
program is held. Past participants
have varied from public defende-
r's offices and Greenpeace to the
Air Force.
Moot: Court Report
by Mark Boyland
Moot Thanks to Faculty:
The first round of the 1987
Van Vleck Competition was an
unqualified success due to the
unprecedented particij:>ation by
the NLC's faculty. The Board
thanks the numerous professors
who volunteered their, time as
judges. The next round of oral
argumen1 participants, will be
held on ,J hursday, November·18.
New afGW:'STLA"
The .'Student Trial Lawyers
Association met recently for the
first time at the NLC .. · At this
.initial conference, the Association
discussed activities for the year,
inclUding' hosting ..•.the 'Spring
STLA Regional Competition ..
Although the STLA is a student
organizatIon distinct from' the
Moot Court Board, the goals of
the two groups arethesame--'
fostering the development of oral
advocacy and general litigation
skills. Accordmgly, . the Moot
Court Board has' Joined with
STLA in arranging for the NLC
to host the )'l}88 Regional
Competition in our Moot Court
Room.
All students are encouraged to
attend the next meeting of STLA.
.The Association wishes to stress
that FIRST YEAR STUDENTS
who are interested in developing
skills which will help them in the
first year • competition are.,
welcome to join STLA. . First
years may participate in in-house
competiuons focusing on opening
and closing argument skills ...
Other 10- /louse . competItions
planned bySTLAcover all other
aspects'. qf tria! preparation and
presentatIon, I;e., ..duect· and
cross examinations. These
. smaller competitions will utilize
the same, fact pattern. as the
, Regional Competition this Spring~·
Jessup Notice~', .' . ' .
All Jessup Briefs are due by
November 19~ 1987~ Do not
forget the valuable ..... resources
available at the Amencan SocIety
of Jntern~tional Law lo~ated. at
Logan ,Cucle, The hbranans
there are very' familiar with the
issues .'presented by the Jessup
problem' and can find just about
aoy..res.ource o~Jact,y,ou (leed<hHl
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"'Amnesty News
by David Epstein
The AI write-a-thon held at
the' Rayburn 0 building . Saturday ,
October 21 . 1987, was.. as
expected, a huge success. The
room was filled throughout the
day, and many letters were sent
out. 1 would like to thank all of
those who participated either by
attending or sponsoring' someone
who did. . .
Aruydas Cekanavicius, a
Lithuanian prisoner of conscience
our chapter has adopted through
local group 34, has been rumored
to have been released. However,
we remain cautiously optimistic
until we receive official word.
Thank ' you' to all of those who
signed letters on his behalf this
year and last. '.
Our latest urgent action table
was a success as 'we sent out
over one hundred letters for a
Soviet and a' South African
prisoner." However, 1 still feel a
reluctance on the part of many
people to merely-sign-a letter or
;retItlOn.. Accordingjo comments
have heard1and I' believe that
they are indicative of a general
feeling, . many. ' students are
hesitant to. si,gn 'anything because
of- a perceived risk to their
careers, political or other.
This view makes me think of
the Civil Rights movement in this .
country in the 1950's and J 960's •.
These brave men and women did
not merely sign petitions.. but
violated existing laws and faced
charges as a part of their civil .
disobedience. Let us think of all .
those who risked their political
careers in the endeavor: there
was Jesse Jackson~, presidential
candidate; Andrew Young, mayor
of Atlanta and former ambassador
to the United Nations; Thurgood
Marshall, United States Supreme
Court Associate Justice; and John
Lewis, United States Representa-
tive to name a few.
When you sign an AI letter or
petition you are not breaking any
law.1 but only encouraging world
leaoers to ab ide by t/lem. It is
not the meek and uninterested
who eventually lead.
As an aside, I would like to
state that AI supports the efforts
of those who are pushing for the
school to adopt a loan forgive-
ness plan. We do so for
essentially three reasons: first,
to encourage a choice in
students' career decisions;
second, so students who are the
products of middle or lower
mcome families will have the
same opportunity to practice
public interest law as those from
wealthier backgrounds; and,
lastly, because we believe .that
the school has a responsibility to
facilitate the ethical duty of our
profession in contributing to the'
public interest. ,
Even if you yourself do not
plan on seeking a public interest
job, I encourage you to support
these efforts. It raises the
stature of the legal profession as
a whole to have lawyers who are
working towards social goals at
the sacrifice of large salaries,
and, further, it 'helps the
reputation of this institution to
have some of' our graduates be '
among those. We should follow
. the read of the other quality.
schools" like Harvard and
Columbia, who have' already
adopted such programs. .
GW Democrats ,Want.You
by Carl Bober
As the 1988 Presidential
elections approach, the GWU
College Democrats invite and
challenge law students' at the
NLC Our organization. If you
feel you don't know enough about
the College Democrats to join us,
here's why you should:
1. A FORUM FOR NEW IDEAS
ABOUT PEOPLE AND THE LAW
THAT YOU WON'T GET ATTHE
NATIONAL LAW CENTER
Recently all of us at the
National Law Center closely
watched as Judge Bork testified
before the Senate . Judiciary
Committee to defend his record.
Some of. the most. important
social and legal issues facing the
American people today were
raised at those hearings; Despite
the defeat of Judge Bork's
nomination to the Supreme Court,
these issues, such as equal rights
for women, the right to privacy,
affirmative action, . and many
more, nevertheless remain . to be
debated and discussed. .Sadly
. however, students at the National
Law Center will probably only be
on the fringes of the deDate.
If you ask the average person
on . the street~she . probably
believes. that the NLC is a place
where there was an overwhelming
exchange of ideas flowing over
the Bork nomination. Classroom
debates probably .ranged from the
finest points .of law.to personal
and moraL arguments about the
Judge's .qualifications.' Classes
spent a ,great·deal of time
discussing what the' nomination
process meant to both the
American legal system, and more
~P9naJl.t,b~,..-Ml~;J\9\~rican peo,ple~
What IS the reahty,however?
If you ask, the average person on
the third floor of the law school,.
many of them will tell you that
the Borknomination was never
even discussed in their classes,
except perhaps for a quick aside .
or a. passing joke. . In spite of
what Judge Bork's appointment
might have meant to all Ameri- ..
cans, white or black, man or
woman,. Gentile or Jew rich or
poor, most of the professors at
this' school never even broached
the topic -- truly a sad commen-
tary for this law school.
Let me take this opportunity to
commend at least one NLC
professor who did take the time
to show. he cared about this
vitally important event. In his
course on Administrative Law,
Professor Peter Raven-Hansen
asked his students if they had
been discussing the Bork hearings
in their classes. Disappointed to
learn that they hadn't, Professor
Raven-Hansen, despite the large
size of his class, opened the
floor for discussion for almost .
the entire hour. It is this type
of .professor the law school
needs, and one from which many
.of the rest of the faculty could
take example.
The College Democrats believe
that· these hearings were too
important for people to ignore,
and so made . the hearings the
cover story . of their student-run·
September Journal. We believe,
as does the Democratic Party,
that what matters isho~ govern-
ment treats all the people, not
just the rich but the .poor, not·,
.Just the men but the women, not(,
Just .the . .majority. .but the"
.•minority ...;So often, being.. at the
. National . Law Center will. help
,you l~arn the' legal rule.~iil a case
Al}d ItS 1l:1 !',n b:'~OO{11;4 •p,ff )t9 tlWr
. ;' Go To Page 6, Col~ 1
-'j"~''t
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AU's Stringent Honor' Code
by Lisa Federici'
(this is the third ina series]
The Washingt~Il:C()llege of Law
at American University has a
complex honor code that is quite
similar to-that· of Catholic
University.i.which was previously
discussed in this column.
The preamble of. the, honor
code states, that· publication of
the code constitutes notice to
students of its provisions,'. and
recommends that students
familiarize themselves '. with the
tenets of the code. A student
who violates a provision of the
code cannot plead ignorance of
the rules as a defense. Addition-
ally, students are not required to
sign any document.in order to
illustrate their acceptance of and
compliance with the code. Article
I specifically states that "stu-
dents enrolledIn a .proj.ra.m [i.e.,
a course or semmar .•' thereby
agree to be governeby the
provisions of tfiis code," and are
bound to report any infractions
of the code that come' to their
attention. ? The .. standards set
forth in ",the .American " Bar
Associationr Model Code of
Professional" Responsibility are
considered to be incorporated in
the AU Honor Code. •.•......'.'
There isa special provision in
the code which states that at the
beginning of each semester the
professor is obligated to indicate
orally and by a .writtenstatement
filed with the dean, any class
attendance . i. or participation
requirements' for the completion
of the program and .r.e.ceiv..ingo. f..
a. grade th~rein. By ,taking .. the;
fmal exam .In.a parttcular class, a
student is representi!lg that. he. or
she has complied with all of- the
requirements: previously set forth
'by the prof~Ssor. Therefore,~if a
Democrats (Cont'd)
From Page 5 ..'
next case. .What about .how
people are affected. in these
cases? What about the lawyer's
role in changing the inequities in
society? These are questions
that· need to be .asked often in
all courses at the NlC, .not just
upper l~vel. seminars dealing with
dlscnmlOatton.
So, the College Democrats will
give you exposure to the other
side, the part, that's missing from
your lega education here Please
take advantage of it. .
2. CHALLENGE
The College Democrats ask 'you
to challenge yourself and your
beliefs. Take all that you get
from' your legal education here
and question it. Challenge it.
The College Democrats are
actively involved in the political
campaigns and next year's
national elections. ··They offer
programs, speakers (recently,
Rep. Pat Schroeder spoke on
Homelessness and, hopefully, soon
Senator AI Gore), and presenta-
tions to ..expose you to t~e
government, the· DemocratIc
Party, and the world. If you are
interested in finding ':out,more
about the College Democrats,
please come by our· table that
will be set-up periodically on the
first . floor, call the College
Democrats office in the MarvlO
Center at 994-4888, or call Carl
Bober at 521 -9459. If you are
interested by these ideas, or just
consider yourself a Democrat,
please join. People make the
difference. .
professor indicates that students
are not allowed to be absent for
more than five classes a semest-
er, any student who has exceeded
the stipulated number of allowed
';:absences is obligated ro.snor sit
. for the final exam,unlesssome
alternative arrangement is made
with the professor. .
The AU honor code also
governs students' activities in' the
library. It is a violation of the
honor code to "tear,mark or
otherwise deface or . destroy
library, materials" and to "violate
any library rule, duly posted or
otherwise communicated to the
students," i.e., no eating in the
library.. . . . .
An interesting provision of the
.AU honor code involves the rules
governi.ng . examination ta.king.
Students are required to obtain
an examination number from the
registrar. At the time of the
receipt of. the examination
number, ,students. are required to
sl&.n a. statement. that they will
neither give nor receive assis-
tanceto .any other person during
an exammanon, Any student who
IS advised of the contents of any
exam; with or without violating
the.' security governing the
storage of exams, is bound .to
report the incident to the dean. .'
. T~e honor code of AU. es-
tabhsh~s a permanent Honor Code
Commlttee,conslstulg . of all
members of the faculty and
twelve students elected by the
student body during -the third
week of the academic year ... This
Committee has sole Jurisdiction
regarding a violation of the
Honor Code. The Honor Code
Committee sits in panels of at
least fIY~, m.embers,; consisting Of
at least th'ree. faculty members
a.nd at least tw.ostudents., At all
hmes~ the ratio of faculty' to
students on the panels must be
3:2. ,
Budget Tidbits
[Please see accompanying story
on page I.J
DID YOU KNOW?
- ..the Medical Center has' a
budget' process entirely separate
from the rest of the University
;-~the GW Bulletin contains two
seldom-used tuition discount
programs
I. 15% discount if 'full-year
tuition paid in Fall
2. no tuition increase applies
if all four years of study are
Raid in full when student enters
GW
~-ElF is presently examining
the feasibility of ~ L.oan Forgive-
ness. Program, "'slmllar to that
adopted at other . leading law
schools
--the Universitv'sinvestment
properties added $3,14\ 000 net
revenue to University coffers last
year; student tuitions and fees
accounted for over $1/5,000,000
--over $86973,000 is spent on
University salaries and wages
FOOTBALL ROlJND'-UP- ,.
October 31 Games
Chain Gang over the Law 37-0
The Judges over Milwalkee's Best
. 26-15
GOOD lUCK GW AGAINST
GEORGETOWN NEXT WEEK!
Equal Justice
atGWAll hearings before a panel ofthe Honor Code Committee are in
open session and are tape
recorded.' If the respondent
submits a request at the initial by Lou Manuta .
-appearance -for the-proceedings to~ ,'- r,'-<
be closed to the public, the. . .EJF is. devoting much of its
request is generally honored. time at the moment to lead the
The hearings are conducted much rallying cry for loan forgiveness.
like an official trial, with each We were quite impressed with the
side presenting its case with the large turnout for- our informa-
aid of .witnesses and other tional meetings on loan forgive-
evidence. ..', . -.". • . ness on October 27th. There is
'There are seven types" of definitely a desire to bring such
sanctions that may be imposed by- . a program to GW. The". Loan
the panel. . A student may Forgiveness Task Force, as well
receive an oral admonition, not as numerous. committees, are
entered as a permanent partoL· looking for any additional support
the student's record, that he or that you can give. If you are at
she has violated the Honor, Code; all interested, leave a message in
a notice in writing that .further the '. Equal .. Justice Foundation
. conduct of. a similar manner may mailbox in the Student Activities
result in more severe sanctions; a Office for committee leader Dave
written censure for violation of Wolf.
the Honor Code; an' order to Otherwise, at the last ElF
reimburse . the university'. for Board Meeting on October 19th,
physical damage .to. property; a plans were discussed for this
suspension of sanctions '.for a year's . version of last year's
-specif'ied period of time during successful . raffle. Other fund
which there may be no additional raising .....options.. were also
violations of the code; suspen- discussed to raise the needed
sion; or a reduction in credit-or. money' .for our Summer Grants
grace for the program in. which and, Bradwell Fellowship progra-
the academic dishonesty occurred. -: ms.. : For those of you that are
. The decisions of the heann.,g· ...unfarniliar .'. with these, . EJF
panels are in writing. If there IS sponsors students to work in a
a finding of misconduct, the final needy>organization that can't
decision is conveyed. to the law;'. .,affordto. pay.. for neces~ary
school community by publjcation.c: representatron.. .. :' Money raised
If there is no finding of guilt, through' these drives can . place
the involved student may request one. <;>fyour classmates 10 such a
a publication to thateffect.,posltlOn., '. .
The honor code at AU is an .' Other news is that later 'this
example of a quite stringent and.', . monthis .. election time for five
strictly 'applied code .. While one. . open positions pnthe EJF Board.
might . contend that ItS ..framers'." .'Watch" for signs around.- the
were. a bit overzealous, the"" ..' schogl to. placl? your,na~e 10 for
success of similar codes at area·., ?-;'sollslderatI9n !f. yo.u re mterested
law schools provide. ago.o d~..t :.;.; .. ~..;i';,ID,;.heIP..,:.'t..•.o.r. g..a.nlzmg.~ the club ~h.atargument for. GW tOlOstate an.;.",-,~,~brmgs:'-~;yO~ raffles; t-shlrts,
honor code o.f Its own: :">.:.=- '., Dro.wn,.Bag. .LU.nCh.es, Summer..•• _"'. Grants,. and maybe even Loan
"~',: Forgi veness.-·
in the ESPLANADE MALL
1990 K. St., N.W.
Phone ahead for fast service
Mon. & Fri.8am· 7pm 331.3344
Sat. 10am·4pm .
Attention All law Students:
10% DISCOUNTl
.with student id
* * *** Now Hiring Part-time Positions * * * * *
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TOO LATE FOR 2ND ~.
AND "3RD YR. STUDENTS ..
'TO LOCK IN SAVINGS
OFUPTO $150!
l'fU1SMH
• r : r: • =_ ~ ~~<' '.I~~ ~ •• t.. / •.-",~<. 5 -
.' '
, SMH fall discounts for 2nd
andJrd year students are in
effect until November 13th.
With a $50 registration "
deposit you get:
.$75 to $150 off our full course. ,, pnces.
• SMH Law.School Summaries II,.
a concise review' of 'the black; : "
, letter law for standard 2nd and
3rd year cau rses!
For more information, see your
campus rep,
BAR REVIEW
(800) 343·9188 outside M\ (800)453·2266 within MA
(617)742·3900 in Boston (202)429·9774 in D.C
,t,·
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Eating Your Way Through Law! School II
by Sally Weinbrom and
Scott Miller
Due to unprecedented demand,
the friendly food column returns
to The Advocate. However, the
backlash to Mr. Miller's sug-
gested recipe was so concerted
that this week we supply arsenal
from Ms. Weinbrom's culinary
closet. '
Before divulging .any recipes,
several preliminary tips are in,
order to maintain adequate
nutrition at minuscule cost.
Tip I: IEstablish·a network of
generous friends willing to offer
frequent dinner invitations. This
means that sociable .friends are
the best kind since -they: throw
lots of partiesvand.tthe food,
though not nutritious is certainly
free. ' (If your friends, charge,
get new fr iends.}: ,',',; '.' ..
The draw back" of course, is
that at some time: you i.have to
offer hospitality in return. A
good tact is throwing a party
when everybody is out of town,
say over" ,Christmas and .',Spring
IFIISIII II~
··PE"¥'B()¥,
In celebration
of Election Year '88.
Playboy will pay
tribute to the legend-
ary beauties of our
nation's Capital
with a major pic-
torial: The Women
of Washington.
Women Interest-
ed in auditioning
for this feature are
Invited to register
now. You must be at
least 18 years of
age and live or
work in the
Washington area to
be considered.
For more Information
" and to learn when and
where Playboy
Photographer David
Chan will be in
Washington, or to
schedule a test shoot-
ing, call the Playboy
Photo Department in
Chicago toll-h'ee at
1-800-621-4105.
Breaks. That way, it appears be prefaced by "Hey, I remember
that you made an honest effort when I cooked this- it was two
without really having to. years ago and ... ". Alphabetize
If you are caught in the the food in your freezer for ease
unfortunate bind of people, of inventory and thereby. creating
actually accepting your invitation, your own Culinary Library of
prepare what you usually eat Congress.
yourself.Isee below or see the Enough with tips, lets cook..
October 5th issue of The Advo- Our recipe of the week is
cate.) Watch, your friends run. Stuffed Shells. , If done right
Although you may lose your they are truly cheap and are sure
network of friends as' dinner to stuff your dinner guests.
guests, they may feel sorrv for Prelim maries: riot gear is
you and invite you over 'more unessential in preparation of. this
often thereby solving two dish since, unlike the last recipe
problems in one evening. 'offered, tnis is a civilized meal.
In addition, interview season However, if your, roommates
may also, be a great opportunitv dislike the smell of Italian
for free food. If your creden- cooking it may, be advisable to
tials are acceptable, aim for the ask them to leave for several
large Washington firms since they days since the aroma does linger
tend to treat "at the best in the air. '
restaurants. When the associates Step I: In a large pot" boil
are not looking, ask for -a doggy giant shells according to package
bag.' mstrucnons. '
Tip 2: ,Eschew taste as a Step 2: combine one pound ' of
prerequisite in food. The-idea" is ,Ricotta cheese, one half pound of
to stay energized and not hungry, ' mozzarella one ten ounce
not to dine a la Ritz. Thus, one package of spinach, arid two eggs
of the best tasting and cheap JD a bowl with garlic and oruon
sustenance around is yogurt; salt until the mixture looks
Bought in groups of ten, they 'nicely green and white. [Don't
last two weeks in the freezer and worry about the taste, of the
are easy to pack. . Note: spinach, you don't really know it
Freezing the yogurt the , night IS there.) , ,,' :' r .
b,efor,e prevents.botulism since"as Step): ',' On the stove; heat' up
we .nll ' know" there is" no, 320z; oLspaghetti sauce. [recipe
refrigerator' at theNLC If your ," of your choice or canned.] ,
, yogurt .Is frozen at lunch time, Step 4:, Put 1/4 cup 'spaghetti
~')retend .it is frozen yogurt or sauce' on bottom, of" 13 by' 9
microwave it for ten seconds. " casserole. Stuff cheese mixture
fo~r~~po~a~~tt, A~l:~e gr~cet~~i~':; ~~~~IS,cO~l:g~"~~d ca~~~~~le g~a:J
suggests that fruit as', an encore.. cover the entire mess with the
'Like yogurt, rt 'IS' neatly pack-s- sretestposf..thceooSpagahte3ttsiosadUeCger'ees••f','o
age~;~' Further Har finds that k
-tossing the grapefruit around Just 20 minutes.<'
'before class IS cheap but durable Step 6: Eat ' - '
entertainment. Both foods .: are-s- Step 7: Freeze ',' ,',' ',' ,- "
nutritious and stimulate con versa- ' Step 8: Unfreeze' in<the School's
tionin the food lounge and class microwave at setting 6 (that's a
room .which brings on point .: 'minute .and a half.)
three. Againr botulism brought on by
Tip, 3- Cook lots of casseroles unrefrigerated, cheese has not
(see below) and freeze-them. It been a problem in the past but
JS critical that you also date you may want to avoid bringing
'them so, that, months later, the dish to school in Washington
.pleasant dinner conversation may in July, " ,
*************************
iC,' t• ,BAR/BRI 188 DISCOUNTS ~
~ Continue Through ~
~ November 11th ~
: Enroll withyour'Reps :
iC iC
iC ,or ,iC
i Fb!QJ[I{,rl i
iC iC
iC ,1909 KStreet, N~W. :
: 833-3080 ,:
*******,****************-Ic-k
ACE
,TYPING II' WOaD .aoa••DlG
WE SPECIALIZE IN
lECAlTYPING AND'
WORDPROCESSINC
ON CAMPUI
,., Slat ITallT
• LOOIl ,oa ova 11.-'·.·IuK..::")8 ~..... , , ,
Typeset-lcdt ResuDf!S and QJYer x.tters
4i6-TYPE • 157-8000'
, .:GETTHE .FACTSABOUT THE
NEW YORK BAR- EXAM
.f'rom
Steve Rubin~Director
BAR/BRI~NewYork
on
THURSDAY~ 'NOVEMBER. 12th
12 NOON
.ROOML-201
,:OOubPI····
EVERY AVAILABLE '.
.AIDFORTHE
LAW' STUDENT
. ....-.il.~' . . . .GItIEITS
.' .~j •..... .SUM. SUlsTANCI .....fl· .. ,."." ..
y ,'; LEGALINES . '. '. ,'.U SMmf IlEVliws.:-ftilTSHllllS .: -'.
:,(ASE NOTIS . .
WiST'S iLACK LIlT" SIIIES
SWANUE~HOINaoOKS
STATIONA.V, SUPPLIES'AND MOI'I
.AT...','
.HouaS:'130'~ 8100 ;.ONnAT-PlUMY'. - - . . , .
-c-
,Tel7IS-IQt
. . :-- - '" .'.- . . .". .- - - ,•• ",' ~-"". -~ •• "•• - •. ,. #.,#-_.-~ •. ".• ~.-_. -.- c' - -•• ' -- .. " _ -_.- ~-.-,-, ..'
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N.Y.C. Low Fir-ms
Munson Cover Letter Servlce
• Pick lind choose from our hst.
of 1.200 NV C nrrns (wIth size. t
specrehzatrons) or nave II
listqenereted for your eree
of specreuzetron (e 9 Labor)
• Letters go to the desiqneteo
hiring partner (If eveilebte)
or to II specinc member of
the firm
• We use top quahty 24 lb
25% Certrncete bond ~,~~'er
wIth matching envelopes
• Fast work end quarenteeo
100% typo-free or a frE'€' .
reprmt
• Paperand envelopes supplied
by us end me tuaea In your
'cost (no llddltonlll charge)
• Free edit 109 tmd flnel draft
. subject to your approval
before prmtmq .
/,
"."..,..,-'''''''.
I-50 letters ~ 99 ¢ eo
51 ~I 00 letters - 754 ell
. '-,
·101-: 200 letters - 50¢ eo
over 200 letters at 50¢ lind free delivery
Coli (202)965-2836 "'to obtoin the MUNSON
list of N.Y.C. firms ond how to order
.~.~'..'..!'"
, • ..' " -~. ·f~
_._.,- ...·t.:.;tM~ ._.__.•A".At-:a.~~:.i&._~.:.a_ .;._.....- ..._._-_~;..._
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.,.,..--------~ANNOUNCEMENTS·---:--·· ----.~
The International Law Society
invites you to attend two
upcoming presentations brought
to the National Law Center
especially for you. 0]1 .Tue~daYJ. '
November 5, two distinguished, .
gentlemen will debate the.
decision of the ABA to cooperate
with the Association of Soviet
Lawyers (ALSl. Questions to be
addressed "include whether the
ALS is merel~ a KGB front or if
the Association represents an
independent professional Broup;
whether cooperating witll tlie
ALS undermines our commitment
to human rights as a philosophy
and individual human rights
.activists; and more. We encourage
your participation and questions;
particularly.'. in this era 01
glasnost.
On Thursday, November 10, ILS
is proud to. host Marjory· E.
Seanng, .Director-Office of
'Multilateral Affairs, U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce. She manages
and . coordinates activities
.concerning U.S. international
trade 'policy', .agreements and
. programs which arise in a multi-
, lateral context. In particular, Ms.
Searing manages the Department's
particijiation in the Unlguay
Round of Multilateral. Trade
Negotiations, directs the Depart-
ment's involvement in the work
of international organizations
such as the GAIT, OECD, UN,
UNCTAD, and develops policies
addressed at multilateral' trade
investment issues and, oppor-
tunities. On November 10, Ms.
" Searing will focus on the
Uruguay Round.
. Both presentations will be h~ld
·m L20 I at 4:15 p.m, Please look
for posters for other information
or contact Beth Fox 728-2972
ILS speakers bureau. SEE YOU '
THERE!
, In order' to improve the law
school community, the Student
Bar, Association is contemplating
implementation of a new alcohol
'policy. . A special ad hoc
committee, under the guidance of .
SBA representatives Wayne
Arden, Ken Goldfarb, Rob Hirsch
and Paul Josephson" have
proposed a five-part plan. Policy
provrsions require that at all
events where alcohol is served:
· l)the SBA is notified of the
name ..of each sponsoring or-
ganization; '.'
· 2) the SBA is notified of the'
organization representative
responsible for monitoring the
.event;
.3) non-alcoholic beverages are
, also served; .
4) all events be conducted in a
" responsible manner;
.;' 5) all facilities used during an
event are returned to a state
comparable to conditions prior to .
the event. ' . ' ,
The SBA plans to vote on the
. measure in two weeks. Students
. with suggestions about the.policy
are urged to contact their SBA
representatives before the vote. .
1100 16th Street
Corner'of16th &'~Streets
UseL Street Entrance
Call 833-3080to reserve your
seat and for more information.
. .
EXPERIENCED student and
faculty bartenders are needed for
Homecoming and future SBA
events. Please leave. your name
and number in Rob Hirsh's mail
box in the SBAoffice (Burns
303-C).
~. Balancing a legal career with
. the demands of parenthood will
be the topic of a brown bag
lunch sponsored b}' Parents and
Law Students (PALS) on Wednes-
day, November 11, from 1:00 p.m.
to 2:00 p.m, in Room S306.
Featured speakers at the lunch
will include Professors Cheh and
Steinhardt who will offer insights
into how they manage their
commitments as parents with
their law school responsibilities.
PALS is a new group at the
NLC .whose purpose is two-fold.
First, the organization seeks to
integrate family concerns into
the law school program. Second,
PALS endeavors to educate its
members about ways the)' can
'balance their present and future
family commitments with legal
careers.
All students are invited" to
participate in PALS' activities
whether they .': are present,
expecting, or future. parents.
WORKERS WANTED. .
HOMEWORKERS WANTED!TOP
PAY! Cottage Industries,. 121
24th Avenue~ N.W. Suite 222,
Norman, OK 13069.
FOR SALE
1980 PORSCHE 924. Great carl
Leather interior, AM/FM/cassette
Blaupunkt stereo, AC, rear wiper
and spoiler, sport wheels, four
new tires, two spares, car cover
bra' and LESS THAN 52,Ood
MILES! Don't buy a car until
)'OU have looked at this one
Only $7,350. Call Bill at 525~
4132. Afterall, it's a great car.
SMH BAR REVIEW COURSE. We
all need to take a Bar Review
Course and SMH is the best
Look for the tables set up in the
law school lobby, or contact one
of the law student reps for more
information. The deadline for
the $50 deposit (which . locks in
great savings, while giving you
the flexibility to change_ the Bar
you want. to take) is-November
14th. Think about it. But don't
wait too long. Bill Koch 525-
4132.
HELP WANTED
HEALTHY MALES WANTED.
-Help infertile couples. Confiden-
tiality ensured. Ethnic diversity
desirable. Excellent compensa-
tion. Contact Dr. Fugger at the
Genetics and IVF Institute,
Fairfax, VA 22031. 698-7355.
THE ADVOCATE 'is always
lookmg for more talent. Areyou
.the next Lois Lane or Clark
Kent? Give us a call at 994.;.7325
or stop by .the office' in Burns
303B.
. TYPIST !-WORD . PROCESSOR
AVAILABLE. Twenty _years
.experience, convenient to Metro.
$1.50/page. (703) 938-6253.
./
/; ...I[i"·."....... _ ....
.••..••~~ :~~ ..• AL"'II ............ 1'f
.·I~lOCOC)AJ§
.kitilart«EXPECTED 19--, for the posit;enof:
(Cilect..;el. _ ~~~~a:' ,~f3&1 '1
_ CLERK OF '11IE COt1R'1' •
,""liEAEi>Y ;lO:~INATE'1....... ,
-re" lISWII'{? In 50 words o~ Le~~ir '* *•
On November 6 & 7, 1987, the
Student Bar Association will
sponsor the 3d annual National
Law Center ' Homecoming, ,IN'
LOCO . OPUS:,. The traditional
homecoming court will be
selected in the traditionally
arbitrary and subjective analysis.
Nominate those colleagues most
suited to serve, towit :. .... . .•'
The CDO will NOT arrange'
interviews: there will be NO
lottery) process.: Any legal
writing samples, 8 x 10 glossies,
re~ommendatio~s from employers,
friends. : enemies, faculty·. or
family are encoura.Bed. DEAD-
LINE FOR NOMINATIONS:
NOVEMBER.·4TH, 19875:00 PM
SBA OFFICE. The Court wiIJ be
crowned at the Homecoming
semi-formal .dance, FridaY, I
November 6.'
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FUNNIES
FoR THI S MO~T
HEINOus oFF€NSE L,
sENTENG.£ '(DO ,..0
seve« y,€AR5 AT "THe
RENcH PENA L. COLONY,
OEVILloS :LSLAND '
.I
FRENCH GUYA-NA.
5T£~ \'\\M ~Ac..K '
"LOAN
\.
Last Friday, Dorothy and Bugs Bunny, a.k.a, Dean Valdez's
daughters, stopped by to give the NLC a Halloween treat.
SERVICES OFFERED
WORDPROCESSING. resumes,
~roposals, legal research papers,'
egal briefs, litigation documents,
4~a31\ualsand manuscripts. 598-
:> M. •
PERSONALS
TO CINDY AND DAVE: CON-
GRATULATIONS! WE'RE
THINKING OF YOU. TAKE
CARE, Laurie and Bill.
TOP TEN LISTCLASSIFIEDS
. From fhe Home Office in ~orman, Oklahoma. comes the top ten ways
to avoid school work and stili feel productive. . _
WORDPROCESSING BV LEGAL
SbJECRETARV.I am located three
ocks from campus. 5 I.7S per
PI~ge8;515.00 minimum. Ca1l780-
"J8 , 240-4360 or 960-6851. .
Next Issue is the Last Fall ~Issue
CONGRATULATIONS PHIL "
JULIE on your engagement. Best
Wishes. Ken
10. Clean your room. 5. Draw a cartoon no one else
9. Clean someone else's room. will understand.
8. Do the Post. crossword puzzle. 4. Do Laundry.
7.00 the Times crossword puzzle: 3. Shave. your legs;
6. Organize notes. i.e., figure 2. Write your parents.
out which and how many 1. Work for The Ad,ocate.
classes you missed.
.. ,~
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. .,",-.. , 'I~..[()(:()f)lDlJi* .
< --;. -~- ,;" • - -I;'; •
, In p'lace of ~rk'~'vescheduled the following events":
FRmAY NJV 6
8:3Opn . SOO-FOIMU, 'DAlO ~ 1st Floor IDuriges & Patio '::
10: OOpn COlQ\JATIQNQF THE H~COUR1' .:»
SATURDAY NJV 7 " ,;", ' ., ,"'-
ll:OOam ,FOOM'DExx>RATIroPARI'Y& »1 EANGJVER CURES - Faculty Parking roti:.
12: 30pn . H~ PA..TWlE- H btwn 20th & 21st ", '" ~.'_
, • 1: 30I:m" BAR-&-QUE - On the Quad ..•• "
3: 00I:m " THE NIC-GUJ.C crASSIC FOOl'BALL CIALLENGE - 24th and N (Maxy
." Francis Jr. 'High Field)
~ ,
nov -, ;.
\. ,'< -", ';
o .
."SPONSORED BY THE SBA
,~ . ' .....
